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Abstract
We consider Multiclass and Multilabel classification with extremely large number of classes, of
which only few are labeled to each instance. In
such setting, standard methods that have training,
prediction cost linear to the number of classes become intractable. State-of-the-art methods thus
aim to reduce the complexity by exploiting correlation between labels under assumption that
the similarity between labels can be captured by
structures such as low-rank matrix or balanced
tree. However, as the diversity of labels increases in the feature space, structural assumption can be easily violated, which leads to degrade in the testing performance. In this work,
we show that a margin-maximizing loss with `1
penalty, in case of Extreme Classification, yields
extremely sparse solution both in primal and in
dual without sacrificing the expressive power of
predictor. We thus propose a Fully-Corrective
Block-Coordinate Frank-Wolfe (FC-BCFW) algorithm that exploits both primal and dual sparsity to achieve a complexity sublinear to the number of primal and dual variables. A bi-stochastic
search method is proposed to further improve the
efficiency. In our experiments on both Multiclass
and Multilabel problems, the proposed method
achieves significant higher accuracy than existing
approaches of Extreme Classification with very
competitive training and prediction time.
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1. Introduction
Extreme Classification considers Multiclass and Multilabel
problems with huge number of classes or labels. Problems
of this kind are prevalent in real-world applications such as
text, image or video annotation, where one aims to learn
a predictor that tags data point with the most relevant labels out of a huge collection. In Multiclass setting, we are
given the fact that only one label is correct, while in the
Multilabel setting, labels of any combination is allowed.
In the setting, standard approaches such as one-versusall or one-versus-one become intractable both in training
and prediction due to the large number of models required
(Deng et al., 2010). Recently several approaches have been
proposed to exploit structural relations between labels to
reduce both training and prediction time. A natural approach is trying to find an embedding so the huge number
of labels can be project to an underlying low-dimensional
space, so the training cost can be also reduced to that of
low dimension (Chen & Lin, 2012; Yu et al., 2013; Kapoor
et al., 2012). However, in real applicatoins, the data is not
of low-rank, and the low-rank approach often suffers from
lower accuracy. On the other hand, for high-dimensional
data of sparse features, the model learned from low-rank
approach can project sparse features into dense vector that
results in even higher prediction cost than a simple linear
classifer.
Another recent thread of research has investigated treebased methods that partitions labels into tree-structured
groups, so in both training and prediction phase, one can
follow the tree to avoid accessing irrelevant models (Prabhu
& Varma, 2014; Choromanska & Langford, 2015; Choromanska et al., 2013). However, finding balanced tree structure that partitions labels effectively in the feature space
is a problem difficult by itself, while many heuristics have
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been proposed for finding good tree structure, in practice,
one needs to ensemble several trees to achieve similar performance to standard classifiers.
In this work, instead of making structural assumption on
the relation between label, we assume that for each instance, there are only few correct labels and the feature
space is rich enough for one to distinguish between labels.
Note this assumption is much weaker than other structural
assumption. Under this assumption, we show that a simple margin-maximizing loss yields extremely sparse dual
solution in the setting of extreme classification, and furthermore, the loss, when combined with `1 penalty, gives
sparse solution both in the primal and in the dual for any `1
parameter > 0.
We thus propose a Fully-Corrective Block Coordinate
Frank-Wolfe algorithm to solve the primal-dual sparse
problem given by margin-maximizing loss with `1 -`2
penalties. Let D be the problem dimension, N be the number of samples, and K be the number of classes. In case
DK
N , the proposed algorithm has complexity sublinear to the number of variables by exploiting sparsity in
the primal to search active variables in the dual. In case
DK . N , we propose a stochastic approximation method
to further speed up the search-step in the Frank-Wolfe algorithm.
In our experiments on both Multiclass and Multilabel problems, the proposed method achieves significant higher accuracy than existing approaches of Extreme Classification
with competitive training and prediction time.

2. Problem Formulation
Our formulation is based on the Empirical Risk Minimization (ERM) framework. Given a collection of trainD
ing instances D = {(xi , y i )}N
is
i=1 where xi 2 R
D-dimensional (possibly sparse) feature vector of i-th instance and y i 2 {0, 1}K is label indicator vector with
yik = 1 if k is a correct label for the i-th instance and yik =
0 otherwise. We will use P(y) = {k 2 [K] | yk = 1} to
denote positive label indexes, while using N (y) = {k 2
[K] | yk = 0} to denote the negative label indexes. In
this work, we assume the number of labels K is extremely
large but the number of positive labels nnz(y) is small and
not growing linearly with K. For example, in Multiclass
classification problem, we have nnz(y) = 1, and the assumption is also satisfied typically in mulitlabel problems.
Denote X := (xTi )N
i=1 as the N ⇥ D design matrix and
Y := (y Ti )N
i=1 as the N by K label matrix, our goal is to
learn a classifier h : RD ! [K]
h(x) := argmax hwk , xi,
k

parameterized by a D ⇥ K matrix W = (wk )K
k=1 .

(1)

Loss with Dual Sparsity In this paper, we consider the
separation ranking loss (Crammer & Singer, 2003) that penalizes the prediction on an instance x by the highest response from the set of negative labels minus the lowest response from the set of positive labels
L(z, y) =

max

max

kn 2N (y) kp 2P(y)

1 + zk n

zk p

+

(2)

where an instance has zero loss if all positive labels kp 2 Pi
have higher responses than that of negative labels kn 2 Ni
plus a margin. In the Multiclass setting, let p(y) be the
unique positive label. The loss (2) becomes the well-known
multiclass SVM loss
L(z, y) =

max

k2[K]\{p(y)}

1 + zk

zp(y)

+

(3)

proposed in (Crammer & Singer, 2002) and widely-used
in linear classification package such as LIBLINEAR (Fan
et al., 2008). The basic philosophy of loss (2) is that,
for each instance, there are only few labels with high responses, so one can boost prediction accuracy by learning
how to distinguish between those confusing labels. Note
the assumption is reasonable in Extreme Classification setting where K is large and only few of them are supposed
to give high response. On the other hand, this does not
give much computational advantage in practice, since, to
identify labels of high response for each instances, one still
needs to evaluate (1) for 8n 2 [N ], 8k 2 [K], resulting in
an O(nnz(X)K) complexity that is of the same order to
the one-vs-all approach. (Keerthi et al., 2008) proposed an
approach in the Multiclass setting that tries to identify active variables corresponding to labels of high responses in
the dual formulation of the `2 -regularized instance
K

N

X
1X
kwk k2 + C
L(W T xi , yi ),
2
i=1

(4)

k=1

where W = [w1 , w2 , ..., wK ]. Let ↵k := (↵ik )i2[N ] and
↵i := (↵ik )k2[K] . The dual problem is of the form
min
↵

s.t.

K
N
X
1X
kwk (↵)k2 +
eT ↵i
2
i=1
k=1
i

↵ 2

where
wk (↵k ) =

K
i ,

N
X

(5)

8i 2 [N ]

↵ik xi = X T ↵k ,

(6)

i=1

ei = 1 y i , and K
= {↵ | ↵k = 0, ↵p(yi ) 
i
C, ↵k  0, 8k 6= p(y i )} is a shifted simplex of K corners. In particular, the optimal solution ↵ of (5) satisfies:
⇤
for k 6= p(y i ), ↵ik
6= 0 if and only if label k has highest response zik = hwk , xi i that attains the maximum of
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(3). Therefore, to identify active variables that correspond
to the confusing labels, (Keerthi et al., 2008) proposes a
shrinking heuristic that ”shrinks” a dual variable whenever
its descent direction towards the boundary. The shrunken
variables are then excluded from the optimization, which
in practice reduces training time by orders of magnitude.
While the shrinking heuristic is quite successful for problem of medium number of class K. For problem of K more
than 104 labels, the technique becomes impractical since
even computing gradient for each of the N ⇥ K variables
once requires days of time and hundreds of gigabytes of
memory (as shown in our experiments).
Primal and Dual-Sparse Formulation One important
observation that motivates this work is the intriguing property of ERM with dual-sparse loss (2) and `1 penalty
K
X

k=1

kwk k1 +

N
X

L(W T xi , y i ).

(7)

N
X
i=1

nnz(W ⇤ )  nnz(A⇤ )

(12)

by summation over K. This means in Extreme Classification problem, not only non-zero dual variables but also primal variables are sparse at optimal. Note this result holds
for any `1 parameter > 0, that means it does not gain
primal sparsity via sacrificing the expressive power of the
predictor. Instead, it implies there exists a naturally sparse
optimal solution W ⇤ under the loss (2), which can be found
through imposing a very small `1 penalty. The result is actually a simple extension to the fact that the number of nonzero weights under `1 penalty is less or equal to the number
of samples (Tibshirani et al., 2013). We summarize the result as following Corollary.
Corollary 1 (Primal and Dual Sparsity). The optimal primal and dual solution (W ⇤ , A⇤ ) of ERM problem (7) with
loss (2) satisfies

i=1

in the setting of Extreme Classification. Consider the optimal solution W ⇤ of (7), which satisfies
⇢⇤k +

and (11) further implies

⇤
↵ik
xi = ⇢⇤k + X T ↵k = 0, 8k 2 [K]

(8)

for some subgradients ⇢⇤k 2 @kw⇤k k1 and ↵i⇤ 2
@z L(z i , y i ) with z i = W ⇤T xi . Recall that the subgradients ↵i of loss (2) have ↵ik⇤ 6= 0 for some k ⇤ 6= k̄ only
if k ⇤ is the confusing label that satisfies
k ⇤ 2 arg max hwk , xi i.
k6=k̄

This means we have nnz(↵i ) ⌧ K and nnz(A) ⌧ N K
as long as there are few labels with higher responses than
the others, which is satisfied in most of Extreme Classification problems. On the other hand, the subgradient ⇢k of
`1 -norm satisfies
8
⇤
wjk
>0
< 1,
⇤
1, wjk
<0
⇢jk =
(9)
:
⇤
⌫,
⌫ 2 [ 1, 1], wjk
= 0,
which means the set of non-zero primal variables
⇤
{j | wjk
6= 0} at optimal satisfies
⇥

⇤
⇤

sign([w⇤k ]Bk⇤ )1Bk⇤ = X T ↵k

⇤
Bk

,

Bk⇤

=

nnz(W ⇤ )  nnz(A⇤ )
for any > 0 if the design matrix X is drawn from a continuous probability distribution.
Dual Optimization via Elastic Net Although (7) has superior sparsity, both the primal and dual optimization problems for (7) are non-smooth and non-separable w.r.t. coordinates, where greedy coordinate-wise optimization could
be non-convergent 1 . However, from the duality between
strong convexity and dual smoothness (Kakade et al., 2009;
Meshi et al., 2015), this issue can be resolved simply via
adding an additional strongly convex term in the primal. In
particular, by adding an `2 regularizer to (7), the ElasticNet-regularized problem
K
X
1

k=1

2

kwk k2 + kwk k1 + C

N
X

L(W T xi , y i )

(13)

i=1

has dual form
K
N
X
1X
2
G(↵) :=
kwk (↵k )k +
eTi ↵i
2
i=1

min
↵

(14)

k=1

i

↵ 2 Ci , 8i 2 [N ]

s.t.

0

(10)

which is a linear system of |Bk⇤ | equality constraints and
nnz(↵k ) variables. However, for general design matrix
X that draws from any continuous probability distribution
(Tibshirani et al., 2013), the above cannot be satisfied unless
nnz(w⇤k ) = |Bk⇤ |  nnz(↵⇤k ), 8k 2 [K]
(11)

that entangles variable P
of different samples ↵i , ↵i only
K
through a smooth term k=1 kwk (↵k )k2 /2, where
wk (↵k ) := prox

k.k1 (X

T

↵k ).

(15)

and
Ci :=

⇢

↵

P

P
↵k ) = k2Pi ↵k 2 [0, C],
0  ↵k , 8k 2 Pi , ↵k  0, 8k 2 Ni
k2Ni (

.
(16)
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The proximal operator of `1 -norm prox k.k1 (v) performs
soft-thresholding to each single element vj as
8
|vj | 
< 0,
vj
, vj >
prox |.| (vj ) :=
:
v j + , vj <

The dual problem (14) has very similar form to that from
purely `2 regularized problem (5), with difference on the
definition of wk (15), where the `1 -`2 -regularized problem
has wk (↵k ) being a sparse vector obtained from applying soft-thresholding operator to X T ↵k . This, however,
leads to the key to our efficiency gain. In particular, the
objective allows efficient search of active dual variables via
sparsity in the primal, while allows efficient maintenance
of nonzero primal variables through an active-set strategy
in the dual.
Note the Elastic-Net-regularized problem could not satisfy
corollary 1. However, empirically, it has been observed to
produce solution of sparsity close to that from `1 regularizer, while the solution from Elastic-Net is often of higher
prediction accuracy (Zou & Hastie, 2005). In our experiments, we have observed extremely sparse primal solution
from (13) which not only help in the training phase but
also results in faster prediction that is competitive to the
logarithmic-time prediction given by tree-based approach
(Choromanska & Langford, 2015).

3. Algorithm
The objective (14) comprises a smooth function subject to
constraints C1 , .., CN separable w.r.t. blocks of variables
↵1 , ↵2 , ..., ↵N . A fast convergent algorithm thus minimizes (14) one block at a time. In this section, we propose a
Fully-Corrective Block-Coordinate Frank-Wolfe (BCFW)
for the dual problem (14) that explicitly taking advantage
of the primal and dual sparsity.
Note for the similar dual problem (5) resulted from L2regularization, a BCFW method that searches the greedy
⇤
coordinate ↵ik
at each iterate is not better than a Block Coordinate Descent (BCD) algorithm that performs updates
on the whole block of variable ↵i (Keerthi et al., 2008; Fan
et al., 2008), since the greedy search requires evaluation of
gradient w.r.t. each coordinate, which results in the same
cost to minimizing the whole block of variables, given the
minimization can be done via a simplex projection.
On the other hand, our dual objective (14) has gradient of
i-th block equals
r↵i G(↵) = W T xi
1

ei .

(17)

The coordinate descent method has global convergence only
on problem where the non-smooth terms are separable w.r.t. the
coordinates.

Algorithm 1 Fully-Corrective BCFW
0: Initialize ↵0 = 0, A0 = ;.
for t = 1...T do
1: Draw a sample index i 2 [N ] uniformly at random.
2: Find most-violating label k ⇤ 2 Ni via (20).
t+ 1
3:
Ai 2 = Ati [ {k ⇤ }.
4:
5:
6:

t+ 12

Solving subproblem (21) w.r.t. active set Ai

.

t+ 1
Ai 2

At+1
i

=
\ {k | ↵ik = 0, k 2
/ Pi }.
Maintain w(↵), v(↵) via (23).
end for.

If a primal-sparse W can be maintained via (15), the gradient can be evaluated in time O(nnz(xi )nnz(wj )) (and
O(nnz(W )) for dense xi ). In contrast, the update of the
whole block of variable ↵i would require maintaining relation (15) for w1 ...wK , which cannot exploit sparsity of wk
and would require O(nnz(xi )K) (and O(DK) for dense
xi ). So in the Extreme Classification setting, the cost of
updating an coordinate is orders of magnitude larger than
cost of evaluating its gradient.
3.1. Fully-Corrective Block-Coordinate Frank Wolfe
(FC-BCFW)
As a result, we employ a BCFW strategy where the updates
of variables are restricted to an active set of labels Ati for
each sample i. In each iteration, the BCFW method draws
a block of variables ↵i uniformly from {↵i }N
i=1 , and finds
greedy direction based on a local linear approximation
t
i
↵it
F W := argmin hr↵i G(↵ ), ↵ i.

(18)

↵i 2Ci

For Ci of structure (16), (18) is equivalent to finding the
most violating pair of positive, negative labels:
(kn⇤ , kp⇤ ) :=

argmin
kn 2Ni ,kp 2Pi

hr↵i G(↵t ), (

kp

kn )i,

(19)

where k is K ⇥ 1 indicator vector for k-th variable. However, since we are considering problem where |Pi | is small,
we can keep all positive labels in the active set Ai . Then
to guarantee that the FW direction (18) is considered in the
active set, we only need to find the most-violating negative
label:
kn⇤ := argmax hr↵i G(↵t ), kn i,
kn 2Ni
(20)
= argmax hwtk , xi i 1
kn 2Ni

which can be computed in O(nnz(xi )nnz(wj̄ )), where j̄
is the feature j of most non-zero labels in W , among all
nonzero features xi .
After adding kn⇤ to the active set, we minimize objective
(14) w.r.t. the active set and fix ↵ik = 0 for 8k 2
/ Ai .
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Algorithm 2 Projection for Subproblem (21)
minx,y kx bk22 + ky ck22
s.t. x ⌫ 0, y ⌫ 0, kxk1 = kyk1 = t 2 [0, C]
Also, WLOG assume b0 . . . bN 1 , c0 . . . cM 1
Pn
Pm
0: Sb (n) =
k=0 bk , Sc (m) =
k=0 ck , Db (n) =
Sb (n) (n + 1)bn , Dc (m) = Sc (m) (m + 1)cm ,
1: Use points in {Db (n), Dc (m)} to split interval [0, C].
for each interval I = [l, r] do
2:
nI = max n, mI = max m
3:
4:

Db (n)l
Dc (m)l
(nI +1)Sc (mI )+(mI +1)Sb (nI )
tI =
clip to [l, r]
(nI +mI +2)
2
PN 1
PM 1
2
I ) tI )
vI = k=nI +1 bk + k=mI +1 c2k + (Sb (n
nI +1
(Sc (mI ) tI )2
, update I ⇤ = arg minI vI .
mI +1

end for(

5: xk =
6: y k =

(

0
b[k] + (tI ⇤

Sb (n )/(n
I⇤

0
c[k] + (tI ⇤

I⇤

+ 1)

+

if k > nI ⇤
else
if k > mI ⇤
else

Sc (mI ⇤ )/(mI ⇤ + 1)

By noticing that the Hessian matrix r2ii G w.r.t. a block of
variables ↵i is a diagonal matrix of diagonal element
r2↵ik G = [xi ]TBk [xi ]Bk  kxi k2

where [.]Bk denotes the sub-vector by taking indexes belonging to the primal non-zero variables of k-th label, one
can use kxi k2 as a simple upper bound on each diagonal
element of the Hessian matrix, and solves the following
block subproblem
min hr↵Ai G, ↵Ai

↵Ai 2Ci

↵tAi i +

Qi
k↵Ai
2

↵tAi k2

(21)
where Qi = kxi k2 and Ai = Ati [ {kn⇤ }. Note, when
|Pi | = 1, the subproblem (21) can be solved by a simple
projection to simplex of complexity O(|Ai | log |Ai |). For
|Pi | > 1, we derive a similar procedure that generalizes
projection of simplex to that for the constraint Ci of the
same complexity. The problem can be expressed as (22),
and solved as depicted in Algorithm 2.
i
min k( ↵N
Ai )

↵Ai 2Ci

i
bk22 + k↵P
Ai

ck22

Ni
i
s.t. ↵P
Ai , ↵Ai is a partition of ↵Ai w.r.t. Pi , Ni

bk = (hwtk , xi i + 1)/Qi
ck = ↵tAi (k)

↵tAi (k), 8k 2 Ni

hwtk , xi i/Qi , 8k 2 Pi

(22)

After solving the subproblem (21) w.r.t. active set Ai , we
update wk (↵tk ) to wk (↵t+1
k ) by maintaining an additional
vector v tk such that
v tk = X T ↵tk ,

wtk = prox

t
k.k (v k ).

(23)

where maintaining the first relation costs O(nnz(xi )|Ai |)
and maintaining the second requires the same cost by
checking only values changed by the first step. Note to
evaluate (20) efficiently for k 2 Ni , one needs to maintain not only wk that supports random access but also a list
of nonzero indexes for each feature j 2 [D], which can
be maintained as a hashed set in order to be updated efficiently in (23) and also traversed efficiently in (20). We
will describe how to design an optimized data structure for
this task in section 4.2.
The procedure is summarized in Algorithm 1. Note in practice, we use sampling without replacement instead of uniform sampling with replacement at step 1 of algorithm 1
that ensures (i) every sample is updated at least once and
(ii) the size of active set |Ai | is bounded by the number of
BCFW pass.
The overall space requirement of Algorithm 1 for storing
non-zero dual variables {↵i }N
i=1 is bounded by |A| ⌧
N K, while the storage for maintaining primal variable is
dominated by the space for {v k }K
k=1 , which in the worst
case, requires O(DK). However, by the definition of
v k (23), the number of non-zero elements in {v k }K
k=1
is bounded by O(nnz(X) maxi (|Ai |)), with maxi (|Ai |)
bounded by the number of BCFW passes. This means the
space requirement of the algorithm is only t times of the
data size nnz(X) for running t iterations. In practice, |Ai |
converges to the number of active labels of sample i and
does not increase after certain number of iterations.
The overall complexity for each iterate of FC-BCFW is
O(nnz(xi )nnz(wtj̄ ) + nnz(xi )|Ati |). In case data matrix
is dense the cost for one pass of FC-BCFW over all variables can be written as O(N nnz(W ) + Dnnz(A)), where
A is the N by K matrix reshape of ↵. Let
kW := nnz(W )/D , kA := nnz(A)/N
be the average number of active labels per feature and per
sample respectively. We have
O(N nnz(W ) + Dnnz(A)) = O(N DkW + N DkA ).
Note kA is bounded by the number of BCFW passes, and
it is generally small when label has diverse responses on
each instance. On the other hand, suppose the Elastic-Net
penalty leads to sparsity similar to that of `1 -regularized
problem (which we observed empirically). We have
nnz(W ) . nnz(A) and thus kW . N
D kA , which means
kW is small if D ⇡ N . On the other hand, for problem of small dimension, the bound becomes useless as the
N
D kA can be even larger than K. In such case, the search
(20) becomes bottleneck. In the next section, we propose a
stochastic approximation technique in section 3.2 to further
speed up the greedy search step (20).
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3.2. Bi-stochastic Approximate Greedy Search
In this section, we consider a bi-stocahstic faster alternative
to the direction computation of (20) when kW >> kA , that
is, when the search step (20) a bottleneck of iterate.
The first approximation scheme
S⌫divides K into ⌫ mutually exclusive subsets [K] = q=1 Y (q) , and realizes an
approximate greedy search by first sampling q uniformly
from [⌫] and returning
k̂ = arg max hwtk , xi i.
k2Y (q)

(24)

as the approximate Frank-Wolfe direction. Note there is at
least 1/⌫ probability a partition Y (q) containing label k ⇤
is drawn, so the approximation scheme guarantees a multiplicative approximation factor on the expected progress. In
section 3.3, we show that Algorithm 1 has convergence to
the optimum under approximation (24), with a rate scaled
by 1/⌫. Since (24) reduces the time spent on search by a
factor of 1/⌫, the worst-case analysis gives the same overall complexity. In practice (24) reduces training time significantly since the active set Ai typically identifies all the
labels that are stably active after a few iterates.
Another approximation scheme that can be used jointly
with (24) is importance sampling on the non-zero feature
indexes of xi . Let di = nnz(xi ). We sample d˜i non-zero
features with probability |xij |/kxi k1 for j feature. Denote
Di as the set of feature indices obtained from sampling. We
further approximate (24) via
k̂ = arg max C̄k (Di ),
k2Y (q)

(25)

P
where C̄k (Di ) = kxd˜i k1 j2Di wtkj sign(xij ) is an uni
biased estimator of hwtk , xi i. The scheme (25) reduces
search time by another factor of d˜i /di . In fact, with probability 1 , |C̄k (Di ) hwtk , xi i|  ✏d holds for all k 2 [K],
given that
2
kxi k21 Rw
log( K )
d˜i & di
,
(26)
2
✏d
P
2
where Rw
is an upper bound on j:xij 6=0 (wtkj )2 . One can
find the proof of (26) in Appendix C. Based on (26), we
will discuss how to choose d˜i in practice in section 4.4.
The effect of (25) is a (1/⌫, ✏d /⌫) multiplicative-additive
approximation factor on the expected descent amount of
the iterate.
3.3. Convergence
The following theorem gives convergence result of the FCBCFW Algorithm. The analysis follows the convergence
proof in (Lacoste-Julien et al., 2013). We provide details in
Appendix A.

Theorem 1 (Convergence of FC-BCFW). Let G(↵) be
the dual objective (14). The iterates {↵t }1
t=1 given by
the Fully-Corrective Block-Coordinate Frank-Wolfe (Algorithm 1) has
G(↵t )

G⇤ 

2(QR2 + G0 )
, t
t/N + 2

PN
where Q = i=1 Qi , G0 := G(↵0 )
is the diameter of the domain (16).

0

(27)

G⇤ and R = 2C

Note our objective G(↵t ) is N times of the objective defined by average loss in for example (Lacoste-Julien et al.,
2013; Shalev-Shwartz & Zhang, 2013), so one would divide both sides of (27) by N to compare the rates. The
following gives convergence of FC-BCFW when sampling
approximation is used in (20).
Theorem 2 (Convergence with Sampling Approximation).
Let G(↵) be the dual objective (14). The iterates {↵t }1
t=1
given by the Fully-Corrective Block-Coordinate FrankWolfe (Algorithm 1) with sampling approximation (24),
(25) has
G(↵t )

G⇤ 

4(QR2 + G0 )
, t
t/N ⌫ + 2

0

(28)

for t  (2QR2 ⌫)/✏d .

4. Practical Issues
4.1. Efficient Implementation for Sparse Data Matrix
When nnz(xi ) ⌧ D, it is crucial to exploit sparsity of both
wk and xi in the computation of search step (20), (24) or
(25). Let z i be a length-K vector with zk = hwk , xi i. We
j
maintain {wj }D
j=1 , where w := (wjk )k2[K] , as sparse
vectors using hashtable implementation
specified in Sec.
P
4.2, and compute z i via z i = j:xij 6=0 xij wj which can
be realized in time O(nnz(xi )nnz(wj )). And when sampling (25) is used, we divide wj into ⌫ sparse vectors
{wqj }⌫q=1 maintained separately, and compute (25) via
X
z qi =
xij wqj
(29)
j2Di

where

z qi

is of length K/⌫.

4.2. Hashing under Limited Memory
In Extreme Classification setting, both the N ⇥ K matrix
A and D ⇥ K matrices W , V cannot be stored as array
in memory. On the other hand, a general-purpose hash table is significantly slower than array due to expensive hash
function evaluation. In our implementation, each matrix is
stored as an array of hashtables that share the same hash
function h : [K] ! [K] constructed by a random permutation of [K], so the hash function only needs to be evaluated
once for all hashtables, giving an efficiency close to array.
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Table 1. Results on Multiclass data sets: N = number of train samples, K = number of classes, D = number of features, the best results
among all solvers are marked. Multi-SVM is not applicable to Dmoz due to > 200G memory requirement.
Data
LSHTC1
N=83805
D=347255
K=12294
Dmoz
N=345068
D=833484
K=11947
imgNet
N=1261404
D=1000
K=1000
aloi.bin
N=100000
D=636911
K=1000
sector
N=8658
D=55197
K=105

train time
model size
predict time
test acc(%)
train time
model size
predict time
test acc(%)
train time
model size
predict time
test acc(%)
train time
model size
predict time
test acc(%)
train time
model size
predict time
test acc(%)

FastXML

2131s
308M
6.33s
21.66
6900s
1.5G
57.1s
38.4
28440s
914M
139s
6.48
2410s
992M
10.99s
95.5
100.77s
7.0M
0.25s
84.9

LEML

1vsA-Logi

78950s
7.7G
189s
16.52
97331s
3.6G
1298s
31.28
107490s
13M
554s
7.21
62440s
5.4G
38.83s
88.16
556.31s
48M
0.069s
94.07

⇡ 6d
⇡ 57G
N/A
N/A
⇡ 27d
⇡ 96G
N/A
N/A
380971s
14M
315.3s
8.56
42390s
15G
16.61s
96.34
107.12s
129M
0.114s
90.8

1vsA-SVM

23744s
11G
50.3s
23.22
136545s
19G
429.7s
36.8
28640s
23M
136.8s
15.25
9468s
5.9G
22.83s
96.63
19.46s
62M
0.156s
94.79

Multi-SVM

6411s
4.5G
49.0s
22.4
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
14510s
24M
203.4s
10.3
449s
612M
12.42s
96.66
11.46s
57M
0.169s
95.11

1vsA-L1-Logi

⇡ 14d
⇡ 57M
N/A
N/A
⇡ 565d
⇡ 406M
N/A
N/A
472611s
1.8M
390.5s
10.07
31770s
18M
13.24s
95.71
102.31s
580K
0.13s
93.13

PD-Sparse

952s
92M
6.20s
22.66⇤
2068.14s
40M
6.74s
39.58
4958s
3.6M
329.5s
12.7
773.8s
7.1M
1.42s
96.33
14.12s
1.6M
0.09s
95.3⇤

VW(oaa)

28129s
2.4G
80.0s
14.4
361943s
4.3G
548.3s
35.44
9283s
7.7M
191s
8.51
2097.4s
1.9G
14.01s
96.54
153.7s
47M
0.28s
92.09

VW(Tree)

1193s
744M
6.84s
10.56
7103s
1.8G
28s
21.27
6492s
35M
37.7s
5.37
334.3s
106M
1.59s
89.47
327.34s
17M
0.16s
82.1

SLEEC

10793s
1.38G
155s
12.8
113200s
3.23G
3292s
32.49
520570s
2.76G
45372s
8.5
12200s
1.96G
191s
92.55
164.3s
223.5M
1.59s
87.62

4.3. Post Processing after Variable Selection

5. Experiments

The purpose of using `1 regularization is to select a small
subset of primal variables for scalability. However, in some
cases, optimizing a purely L2-regularized problem with
features selected by L1 regularization yields better performance. In our solver, we implement a post-solving step
which solves a `2 -regularized problem with only primal
and dual variables in the active sets obtained by solving
(13). We construct a Nk ⇥ Dk data submatrix for each
⇤
label which stores an element xij only if ↵ik
6= 0 ”and”
⇤
⇤
⇤
wjk 6= 0 for the optimal solution (↵ , w ) of (13). Note
the data submatrix of each label is extremely small given
the sparsity of ↵⇤ , w⇤ . Therefore, one can solve the postprocessing `2 -regularized problem very efficiently.

In this section we compare our proposed Primal-Dual
Sparse(PD-Sparse) method with existing approaches to
Multiclass and Multilabel problems. In all experiments,
we set C=1 for all methods based on Empirical Risk Minimization, and choose ⌫ = 3 and 2 {0.01, 0.1, 1, 10} that
gives best accuracy on a heldout data set for our method.
To prevent over-fitting, in each iteration we compute test
accuracy on heldout data set. Our program stops if test accuracy does not increase in three continuous iterations. The
compared algorithms are listed as follows.

4.4. Parameters for Bi-stochastic Search

• LibLinear one-vs-all SVM (1vsA-SVM).

In practice, we set
2
Rw
=

K
X
CN di
di X
&
kwtk k22 ⇡ sup{
(wtkj )2 },
DK
DK
k,i
k=1

j:xij 6=0

where the first inequality is from (40) (Appendix C), and
the second approximation is an assumption on distribution
of W . Suppose xi is scaled so kxi k1  1. (26) becomes
kxi k21 CN di log( K )
d˜i & di
✏2d DK

• LibLinear (Fan et al., 2008) one-versus-all logistic regression (1vsA-Logi).

(30)

We use nnz(X) to esimate N di and set the speed up rate to
nnz(X)
5DK
be dd˜i = dmin( Cnnz(X)
log K ,
5N )e, 8i in our implei
mentation. To further amortize the cost of greedy search,
for each iteration, if the amount of time spent on Greedy
Search is more than twice of the time spent on the rest
of other operations, we double the number of coordinates
(with largest scores) returned by the search (25).

• LibLinear Multiclass SVM (Multi-SVM).
• LibLinear one-vs-all l1 -regularized logistic regression
solver (1vsA-L1-Logi).
• Vowpal-Wabbit (VW): A public fast learning system
proposed in (Choromanska & Langford, 2015) for Extreme Multiclass classification. We use one-againstall (oaa) and online trees (Tree) options provided by
their solver.
• FastXML: An Extreme Multilabel classification
method (Prabhu & Varma, 2014) that organizes models with tree structure. We use solver provided by the
author with default parameters.
• LEML: A low-rank Empirical-Risk-Minimization
solver from (Yu et al., 2013). We use solver provided by the authors with rank chosen to be lowest
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Table 2. Results on Multilabel data sets, N = number of training samples, K = number of classes, D = number of features, the best
results among all solvers are marked. Note that SLEEC’s performance highly depends on a set of 9 parameters. Here results are obtained
using default parameters of the solver (given in Table 4, Appendix B). An optimized parameter set may give better result.
Data
LSHTC-wiki
N=2355436
D=2085167
K=320338
EUR-Lex
N=15643
D=5000
K=3956
RCV1-regions
N=20835
D=47237
K=225
bibtex
N=5991
D=1837
K=159

train time
model size
predict time
test acc %
train time
model size
predict time
test acc %
train time
model size
predict time
test acc %
train time
model size
predict time
test acc %

FastXML
104442s
8.9G
164.8s
78.28
317s
324.5M
0.996s
67.3
94.06s
14.61M
0.824s
93.28
18.35s
27M
0.09s
64.14

LEML
217190s
10.4G
2896s
28.46
7471s
78M
42.24s
67.82
2247s
205M
2.515s
96.28
157.9s
8.6M
0.2215s
64.01

1vsA-Logi
>10y
⇡ 426G
N/A
N/A
22551s
257M
7.93s
77.3
79.27s
129M
0.486s
90.96
8.944s
3.7M
0.0383s
62.65

from {50, 100, 250, 500, 1000} that gives accuracy on
heldout data set not worse than the best by 1%.
• SLEEC: A method based on Sparse Local Embeddings for Extreme Multilabel classification (Bhatia
et al., 2015). We use solver provided by the author
with default parameters.
Among these solvers, LibLinear Multiclass SVM, VowpalWabbit are only for Multiclass problems. All other solvers
can be used on both Multiclass and Multilabel data sets.
Note FastXML, LEML and SLEEC are designed for Multilabel problems but also applicable to Multiclass problems.
Our experiments are conducted on 9 public data sets.
Among them, LSHTC1, Dmoz, imagenet, aloi.bin and
sector are Multiclass and LSHTC-wiki, EUR-Lex, RCV1regions, bibtex are Multilabel. ImageNet uses bag-of-word
features downloaded directly from ImageNet 2 . EUR-Lex
and bibtex are from Mulan multilabel data collections. 3
LSHTC1, Dmoz and LSHTC-wiki are from LSHTC2 competition described in (Partalas et al., 2015). RCV1-regions,
aloi.bin and sector are from LIBSVM data collection 4 ,
where aloi.bin uses Random Binning features (Rahimi &
Recht, 2007; Yen et al., 2014) approximating effect of RBF
Laplacian kernel.
The statistics of data sets and results are shown in Table 1
and 2. We include statistics of test and heldout data set in
Appendix B. Note many one-vs-all solvers require running
for a huge amount of time. We run a distributed version
and use training time and models of at least 100 classes to
estimate the expected total running time and model size.
2

http://image-net.org/
mulan.sourceforge.net/datasets-mlc.html
4
www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/˜cjlin/libsvmtools/
datasets/multilabel.html
3

1vsA-SVM
>96d
⇡870G
N/A
N/A
3227s
118M
7.23s
64.5
14.73s
39M
0.392s
95.98
3.24s
3.3M
0.079s
58.46

1vsA-L1-Logi
>10y
⇡ 358M
N/A
N/A
32531s
14M
1.39s
73.8
84.74s
504K
0.174s
94.7
13.97s
412K
0.0238s
61.16

PD-Sparse
124867s
685M
15.56s
89.3⇤
434.9s
8.0M
1.089s
76.3
8.82s
1.7M
0.115s
96.54
5.044s
68K
0.0059s
64.55

SLEEC
2224000s
12.6G
8906s
73.44
2443s
80.8M
4.89s
74.2
1129s
204M
15.8s
91
298s
26.7M
0.94s
65.09

Table 3. Average number of active dual and primal variables (kA ,
kW respectively) when parameter maximizes heldout accuracy.
Data sets
EUR-Lex (K=3956)
LSHTC-wiki (K=320338)
LSHTC (K=12294)
aloi.bin (K=1000)
bibtex (K=159)
Dmoz (K=11947)

kA
20.73
18.24
7.15
3.24
18.17
5.87

kW
45.24
20.95
4.88
0.31
1.94
0.116

As showed in the table, solvers rely on structural assumptions such as FastXML (tree), VW (tree), LEML (lowrank) and SLEEC (piecewise-low-rank) could obtain accuracy significantly worse than standard one-vs-all methods
on multiclass data sets. Standard multiclass solvers however suffer from complexity growing linearly with K. On
the other hand, by exploiting primal and dual sparsity inherent in Extreme Classification problem, PD-Sparse has
training time, prediction time and model size growing sublinearly with K while keeping a competitive accuracy. As
showed in Table 3, the average number of active dual variables for each sample is much smaller than the number of
classes.
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